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Better for business

92% of millennials will be more likely to trust a 

company that supports social or environmental issues.

84% of consumers across the world say they will 

always seek out responsible products when possible.[1]

Assist with 

employer brand

It’s the right 

thing to do

Improve ROI on EB - when 

reporting to board

Potential to drive down 

insurance premiums

Help support organizational 

sustainability goals 

[1] Exchange Utility 

https://www.exchangeutility.co.uk/news/benefits-being-eco-friendly-business/


It’s what employees 
expect

The modern workforce is increasingly made up of tech savvy, young people, 
who place equal importance on what they love, what they’re good at and what the 
world needs.

Employees look to their 

employers to help them with 

their own carbon footprint.

Employees seek 

employers that care 

about the planet.

Assist 

attraction and 

retention.

[1] Mckinsey poll

+ =
89% of employees see 
it as necessary for their 

employer to make 
sustainability a priority[1].

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mckinsey_mckpolls-activity-6791786929512960001-9ESx


Generation Z and 
Millennials now 
make up over 50% 
of the workforce. 

Generation Z and millennials are a huge part of the workforce and they’re here to stay. 
These groups of employees want to make a difference to the planet in more than just 
their home lives. 

They bring the values they have at home to work and expectations on employer 
provided benefits are changing. This has a huge effect on attracting and retaining 
talent.



This is what you can do now…

Measure employee 
carbon footprints

Establishing a carbon output 

score is an essential component 

on the journey towards Net Zero; 

HR can feed into the overall 

sustainability strategy by:

• Measuring the carbon 

footprint for each employee.

• Aggregating this data for an 

overall company score.

• Use incentives to change 

behavior and offset via 

charity.

Available with Lumina Planet

Switch to a Net 
Zero pension

80% of UK residents are 

concerned about climate 

change[1]. 

87% of employees want their 

employers to take action on 

pensions, which generate up to 

23 tonnes of carbon, per pension 

pot, per year[2].

The impact of a switch based on 

those numbers: 500 employees 

with 1 pension = 11,500 tonnes

of Co2 saved or offset.

Available with Lumina Money

Move to electric 
vehicles or fuel cards

The tax benefits can be 

significant, and they apply to 

hybrid vehicles with emissions 

from 1-50g/km and a pure 

electric range of more than 130 

miles.

If switching your fleet or offering 

salary sacrifice EVs is not 

something that can be achieved 

currently, there are other options. 

For example, if a business uses 

fuel cards, the fuel purchased via 

that card can be carbon offset.

Available with Lumina Planet

Offer renewable 
energy options

Some renewable energy 

providers can offer a switch with 

zero fees or a discount when 

offered through an employee 

benefits platform.

Offering this benefit to 

employees gives them a choice 

to be more eco-conscious in their 

personal lives and link this ‘good 

feeling’ back to their employer. 

89% of employees see it as 

necessary for their employer to 

make sustainability a priority[3].

Available with Lumina Planet

[1] statista | [2] Cushon, 2020 | [3] Mckinsey poll

https://www.statista.com/statistics/426733/united-kingdom-uk-concern-about-climate-change/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/mckinsey_mckpolls-activity-6791786929512960001-9ESx
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Our tech;

flexible employee benefits

Workplace wellbeing

environmental & sustainable values

a fantastic range of perks

regulated broking for health & risk products

employee communication

dedicated account management

Amba’s purpose is to empower 
employers to nurture their 
employees.

We’re very close to achieving B Corp certification and will be the first 

employee benefits and HR company to do so. Our focus is firmly on 

Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) and sustainability. 

Our services

Our employee benefits technology, Lumina, offers employees 

access to unique benefits that really matter to them. From saving 

for a first home, renewable energy tariffs, accessing on-demand 

counseling and wellbeing packages to carbon-neutral pensions and 

healthcare that caters for a more diverse workforce. 

https://www.amba-uk.com/


Lumina
Planet
• Measuring the carbon footprint for each 

employee, aggregating this data for an 
overall company score 

• tree planting 

• carbon offsetting

• electric vehicle hire 

• discounts on renewable energy tariffs 

Lumina
Money
• ethical funds

• Net Zero Now, carbon neutral pensions

Whilst being a legal requirement, pensions aren’t for 

everyone. So, we’ve also included flexible savings products 

like Stocks and Shares ISAs, LISAs, and Cash ISAs, to 

ensure every employee has access to save the way they 

want to, depending on what’s important to them. 

Book demo

https://www.amba-uk.com/book-demo/

